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ABSTRACT

Chromatin immunoprecipitation, DNase I hypersen-
sitivity and transposase-accessibility assays com-
bined with high-throughput sequencing enable the
genome-wide study of chromatin dynamics, tran-
scription factor binding and gene regulation. Al-
though rapidly accumulating publicly available ChIP-
seq, DNase-seq and ATAC-seq data are a valuable re-
source for the systematic investigation of gene reg-
ulation processes, a lack of standardized curation,
quality control and analysis procedures have hin-
dered extensive reuse of these data. To overcome
this challenge, we built the Cistrome database, a col-
lection of ChIP-seq and chromatin accessibility data
(DNase-seq and ATAC-seq) published before January
1, 2016, including 13 366 human and 9953 mouse
samples. All the data have been carefully curated and
processed with a streamlined analysis pipeline and
evaluated with comprehensive quality control met-
rics. We have also created a user-friendly web server
for data query, exploration and visualization. The re-
sulting Cistrome DB (Cistrome Data Browser), avail-
able online at http://cistrome.org/db, is expected to
become a valuable resource for transcriptional and
epigenetic regulation studies.

INTRODUCTION

Genome-wide identification of transcription factor (TF)
and chromatin regulator binding sites, histone modifica-
tions and chromatin accessibility is important for under-
standing transcriptional control governing biological pro-
cesses such as differentiation, oncogenesis and cellular re-
sponse to environmental perturbations (1–3). Massively
parallel DNA sequencing combined with chromatin im-
munoprecipitation (ChIP-seq), DNase I hypersensitivity
(DNase-seq) and the transposase-accessible chromatin as-
say (ATAC-seq) enable the genome-wide study of transcrip-
tional regulation, histone modification and cis-regulatory
elements (4–7).

Over the past decade, ChIP-seq, DNase-seq and ATAC-
seq data have rapidly accumulated in large repositories such
as gene expression omnibus (GEO) (8,9) and European nu-
cleotide archive (ENA) (10). Many experimental biologists
may not have the bioinformatics expertise to effectively use
these valuable resources. The Encyclopedia of DNA El-
ements (ENCODE) Consortium has provided high qual-
ity processed genome-wide histone modification, chromatin
regulator and transcription factor binding data in a se-
lected set of human cell lines (3,11) and the NIH Roadmap
Epigenomics Project has built a similar resource for human
stem cells and tissues (12). These projects, however, do not
support data generated outside the consortia. Other ChIP-
seq databases, such as Cistrome CR (13), BloodChIP (14),
CTCFBSDS (15), only contain a limited number of sam-
ples, each focusing on a narrow selection of factor or tissue
types. Standardized quality control and streamlined analy-
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sis of ChIP-seq and chromatin accessibility data have also
been lacking.

Most of the publicly available ChIP-seq and chromatin
accessibility data are available in the GEO (8,9) and ENA
(10) repositories. However, due to inconsistencies of meta-
data annotation, as well as lack of unified data processing
procedures, quality control measures and interfaces for vi-
sualization and exploration, these valuable resources have
been underutilized. We collected about 23 000 (pre Jan-
uary 1, 2016) samples including more than 800 TFs and
80 histone marks and processed these samples with a uni-
form pipeline, producing quality control metrics and analy-
sis results. To make these resources more accessible to the
research community, we developed Cistrome DB at http:
//cistrome.org/db, an integrated data analysis and visualiza-
tion portal for ChIP-seq and chromatin accessibility data in
human and mouse.

DATA BROWSER CONTENTS

All data sources and web-interface features are summarized
in Figure 1. Cistrome DB consists of three parts: a curated
metadata collection, processed data and a web interface.

Data sources and metadata annotation

Cistrome DB is a comprehensive annotated resource of
publicly available ChIP-seq and chromatin accessibility
data in human and mouse. Samples collected include those
from the NCBI GEO database (8,9), ENCODE database
(16) and Roadmap Epigenomics project (12). We have
systematically annotated the following metadata for each
sample: species, biological sources (cell line/population,
cell type, tissue origin, strain, disease state), factor name,
PubMed ID and citation. Metadata were automatically
parsed from GEO entries, followed by manual curation
of factor names and biological sources to ensure annota-
tion consistency. The number of ChIP-seq and chromatin
accessibility experiments has increased dramatically since
2007, with 2015 alone contributing 8941 new samples (Fig-
ure 2A). In total, our database contains 23 319 ChIP-seq
and chromatin accessibility samples, 9953 for mouse and
13 366 for human. Among them, there are 10 276 ChIP-
seq samples for transcription factors and chromatin reg-
ulators, 10 680 ChIP-seq samples for histone modifica-
tions and variants, 1370 chromatin accessibility samples
and the remaining 993 are classified as other (Figure 2B).
These samples include 713 different TFs and 76 histone
modifications/variants in human, 480 TFs and 71 histone
modifications/variants in mouse (Figure 2C).

Data processing and quality control metrics

In order to keep data consistent, all ChIP-seq, DNase-seq
and ATAC-seq samples were processed by ChiLin (17,18),
a streamlined pipeline for chromatin profiling data analy-
sis and quality control. Analysis included three steps: read
mapping, peak calling and peak annotation. We first down-
loaded raw ChIP-seq and chromatin accessibility data from
GEO or ENA, and mapped them to the human (hg38) or
the mouse (mm10) genome using BWA (19). Peak calling

was done using MACS2 (20). Finally, we performed annota-
tion analysis, including average conservation profiles across
peak regions, motif analysis (21) and putative gene target
identification (22). Comprehensive information about the
tools and parameters used for data analysis can be found
on the ‘About’ page of the Cistrome DB website.

A set of quality control (QC) metrics is an important fea-
ture of Cistrome DB. We provide seven different QC criteria
across three layers (Figure 2D). In the reads layer, the me-
dian quality score is used to evaluate the raw sequencing
quality; uniquely mapped reads is used to reflect mapping
quality; PCR bottleneck coefficient (PBC) (23) is used to
identify potential over-amplification by PCR. In the ChIP
layer, the FRiP score (23) (fraction of non-mitochondrial
reads in peak regions) and the number of high quality peaks
with 10- or 20-fold enrichment over background were cal-
culated to show data quality at the ChIP level. QC measures
in the annotation layer include the proportions of peaks in
promoters, introns and intergenic regions, along with the
proportion of peaks overlapping with a union of DNase-seq
peaks across diverse cell types. Using our collection of 23
319 samples, we established the thresholds of quality con-
trol characteristics based on the overall distributions. The
Cistrome DB result page displays whether or not the qual-
ity control characteristics of each sample meet these qual-
ity control thresholds. See the Supplementary Material for
details on the definition and calculation of QC statistics.
Distributions of quality control statistics and thresholds are
shown in Supplementary Figure S1 and on the Cistrome DB
website.

Peak calling algorithms are specialized in identifying
narrow or broad enrichment although there is no precise
threshold that distinguishes one category from the other
(24). Cistrome DB QC metrics are mostly developed for
TFs and histone marks with sharp enrichment; for factors
or marks with broad enrichment patterns the current QC
measures might not be as reliable. The accuracy of ChIP-
seq experiments is highly reliant on antibody specificity and
quality and it is common for antibodies to recognize several
proteins apart from the stated target. Current Cistrome DB
QC metrics do not provide information on this issue. It is
suggested that Cistrome DB users that are unfamiliar with
potential pitfalls in ChIP-seq, DNase-seq or ATAC-seq un-
derstand the nature of biases in these data types before using
Cistrome DB results in their research (18).

Data visualization and extensions

Cistrome DB also provides visualization functions that al-
low users to view peaks and signal intensity in either the
UCSC (25) or WashU (26) genome browsers. Visualization
of both single or batch samples is supported. For example,
a ‘super-enhancer’ region of the genome contains multiple
SOX2 and NANOG binding sites and is enriched in media-
tor and H3K27ac signals (Figure 2E). Using Cistrome DB,
users can select the relevant ChIP-seq samples and visualize
the co-binding pattern between master transcription factors
on the WashU genome browser using the sample batch view
function (Figure 2E). In addition, Cistrome DB can export
data to our previously created Cistrome analysis pipeline
(Cistrome AP) (21) for downstream analysis.
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Figure 1. Schematic of Cistrome DB data sources and web-interface features. Cistrome DB collects publically available ChIP-seq, DNase-seq and ATAC-
seq data from gene expression omnibus (GEO), Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) and Roadmap Epigenomics. Metadata is manually curated
and annotated with PubMed information. All data are processed by a streamlined analysis pipeline and stored in a MySQL relationship database. Cistrome
DB provides methods to query and visualize data. Users can search by key words or select by term. Detailed metadata annotations, analysis results and
quality control (QC) metrics are presented for each sample. Data can be explored in more detail using the Cistrome analysis pipeline (Cistrome AP) and
visualized using the UCSC and WashU genome browsers.

DATA RETRIEVAL

Samples

Cistrome DB provides automatically parsed and subse-
quent manual curation of metadata annotations for each
sample, including species, factor name, biological source,
publication and process status, which are stored in a local
MySQL relational database. Each ChIP-seq or chromatin
accessibility sample has a unique sample identifier. A web
interface has been designed to provide user-friendly access
and visualization. The result page displays detailed annota-
tions, analysis results and quality control metrics for each
sample. To track the source of the original sample, links
to citations and the data repository are provided. Users
can also download analysis results, send data to WashU or
UCSC genome browsers for visualization, or Cistrome AP
for subsequent analysis. In addition, Cistrome DB provides
a list of putative target genes of the factor for each sample.
Users can view the complete ranked list of putative target
genes or search for a gene of interest by the gene symbol.

Queries

Cistrome DB contains two options for searching. One is
through a selection list and the other is based on an ad-
vanced search menu. Users can select a sample of interest
from a list of factors and biological sources, or search by
factor name, cell type, GSM accession number or other key-
words. Each search produces a table of matched samples.
Users can then view detailed data annotations and analyze
results by clicking on the table entry. Any sample of inter-
est can be added to a batch view list and visualized in the
UCSC and WashU genome browser.

Exploring data

Users can start their data explorations either by keyword
search or by selecting a species and looking at lists of factors
or biology sources. Searching produces a table of matched
samples. Cistrome DB makes it easy to query one factor in
multiple cell types or multiple factor types within a single
cell type. Cistrome DB provides four layers of content for
each sample. First, it provides a manually curated meta-
data annotation, including the species, factor name, bio-
logical source, citation and data accession number. Sec-
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Figure 2. Database content. (A) Growth statistics of ChIP-seq and chromatin accessibility data. (B) Statistics of processed ChIP-seq and chromatin acces-
sibility (CA) data in Cistrome DB. (C) Statistics of transcription factor and histone modification type. (D) Example of Quality control metric in Cistrome
DB. (E) Batch sample visualization through WashU browser showing the co-binding pattern between master transcription factors in embryonic stem cells.

ond, it presents analysis results, including a peak file, a
read density file, motif scan results, putative target genes
and summaries of the distribution of peaks across differ-
ent genomic locus categories. Third, it provides compre-
hensive QC metrics at the read, peak and annotation lev-
els. Finally, it provides functions to analyze and visualize
these samples; users can directly send data to the Cistrome
analysis pipeline (Cistrome AP) or load data to the UCSC
and WashU genome browsers for visualization. Both single-
sample and batch visualization are supported.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We present Cistrome DB, the most comprehensive knowl-
edgebase and data portal for ChIP-seq and chromatin ac-
cessibility data in human and mouse. Cistrome DB is a valu-

able resource for transcriptional and epigenetic regulation
studies. Transcriptional regulation is a complex process,
which is controlled by hundreds of TFs, cofactors and chro-
matin regulators (27). With the Cistrome DB data, users can
systematically investigate patterns of transcription factor or
chromatin regulator binding and histone modifications re-
lated to their research questions. Chromatin profiles in di-
verse cell types and under various experimental conditions
can be used in tissue specific or cell developmental studies
(28). Cistrome DB provides quality control guidelines for
ChIP-seq, DNase-seq and ATAC-seq experiments that al-
low users to disregard low quality results. Experimentalists
can use our historical quality control data to evaluate the
quality of their own ChIP-seq or chromatin accessibility ex-
periments.
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We update Cistrome DB on a regular basis to incorpo-
rate newly published ChIP-seq and chromatin accessibility
samples. In the future, the utility of Cistrome DB will be
improved in several ways. Cell information, QC metrics, TF
type and histone modifications can be further classified. In
addition we will also integrate Cistrome DB with other data.
Cistrome DB is more than a data repository, it also allows
users to visualize and explore the data. In comparison with
other resources, Cistrome DB is by far the most comprehen-
sive database for curated and analyzed ChIP-seq and chro-
matin accessibility data.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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